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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Studies have been conducted of the BLN Auxiliary-Control Building 
which confirm the existence of vertically flexible floors. These 
floors exhibit dynamic response less than 33 Hz which could 
potentially and locally amplify seismic responses filtered through 
the building structure. The current licensing basis and NRC
accepted position is that Bellefonte's seismic design is a 
Regulatory Guide 1.60 ground response spectra anchored at 0.18g 
(SSE) (Reference 2). The design basis artificial time histories 
are based on the Regulatory Guide 1.60 ground response spectra.  
The purpose of this study is to account for the potential local 
amplification in a way which does not overly penalize a plant which 
is essentially built. Comparison studies and methods are provided 
to compute the local floor amplification while avoiding unnecessary 
conservatism in the development of design basis floor response 
spectra (DFRS).  

Bellefonte will continue to use the rigid floor response spectra 
(RFRS) based on BLN's seismic design basis vertical earthquake 
(i.e., Regulatory Guide 1.60 ground response spectra), for those 
areas of the plant which do not exhibit vertical flexible floor 
behavior. The development of FFRS for other buildings will employ 
the methodology presented here-in for the Auxiliary-Control 
Building.  

For application in those areas of the plant that exhibit vertical 
flexible floor behavior, the rigid response spectra will be 
amplified by enveloping them with the FFRS corresponding to a 3% 
equipment-structure-mass ratio.  

The justification for estimating this realistic local amplification 
of the flexible floors is based on a comparison of FFRS from site
specific vertical earthquake records and the design basis vertical 
time history at specific equipment-floor mass ratio values. This 
comparison involving the site specific vertical records is intended 
for study purposes only with the objective of verifying the 
adequacy of the proposed local amplification. Bellefonte maintains 
the design basis commitment to Regulatory Guide 1.60 ground 
response spectra in both the vertical and horizontal directions.  

The technical justification for this local amplification proposal 
includes: 

* The methodology for determining equipment-structure
interaction (ESI) effects (i.e., equipment-floor mass ratio), 
has been reviewed by the NRC staff at other nuclear sites.  

* Previous acceptance by the NRC staff of the site specific 
earthquake records as an acceptable basis for the evaluation 
of near field seismic hazard for Sequoyah and Watts Bar
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nuclear plants. This suite of records has been used by the 
NRC staff as the basis for acceptance of Bellefonte's seismic 
design basis.  

* The FFRS based on assumed 3% ESI effects with the BLN design 
basis artificial time history significantly envelope those 
based on use of a suite of site specific vertical earthquake 
records calculated at a 1% mass ratio level.  

* Other conservatisms in the seismic analysis have not been 
accounted for and would reduce the floor response further.  
Such as, 

- Soil-Structure-Interaction (SSI) effects.  

- Spatial incoherence effects.  

Details on the technical approach and methodology are contained in 
Section 2.0.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE 

This document describes TVA's approach for addressing the 
amplification of the vertical floor response spectra attributable 
to "vertically flexible" floors at the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant 
(BLN). TVA requests NRC staff concurrence that the methods and 
criteria described herein are sufficient to demonstrate that the 
new floor response spectra are adequate for the completion and 
licensing of BLN.  

BACKGROUND 

The buildings at BLN were designed and constructed in the period 
from the mid 1970s to the early 1980s. The seismic design basis 
motions corresponded to a Regulatory Guide 1.60 ground response 
spectrum shape anchored to 0.18g for the SSE. The seismic design 
methodology/criteria used to design the BLN buildings was based on 
three-dimensional lumped mass "stick" models which did not 
specifically address "vertically flexible" floor effects. The 
issue of "vertically flexible" floors at BLN was first identified 
in 1991 (Reference 6).  

In accordance with TVA's letter to the NRC staff dated December 4, 
1990, TVA submitted the positions regarding the definition of the 
seismic design basis ground motion and the approach for verifying 
the seismic design of Seismic Category I structures for BLN 
(References 5, 6, and 7). In these position papers, TVA committed 
to develop new ground motion time histories in accordance with 
Standard Review Plan 3.7.1 (Reference 8) and to revise and validate 
the existing seismic building models for Seismic Category I 
structures at BLN. New seismic loads and floor response spectra 
based on the revised building models and the new ground motion time 
histories would be developed.  

TVA's positions were reviewed by the NRC staff which subsequently 
issued Safety Evaluation Reports (SER), accepting TVA's positions 
(References 2, 12, 13, and 14). In the NRC letter and SER dated 
October 4, 1991 (Reference 2), the staff concluded that the 
original seismic design basis (i.e., based on Regulatory Guide 1.60 
shape anchored to an acceleration of 0.18g), is acceptable.  

The staff's acceptance is based on comparisons from the Bellefonte 
seismic design basis to the corresponding responses of the 
evaluation basis site specific earthquake records developed by TVA 
in 1978. The suite of site specific earthquake records has been 
accepted by the NRC staff as an acceptable basis for evaluation of 
nearfield seismic hazard for TVA's Sequoyah and Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plants (Reference 2).
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Additionally, TVA committed to perform a study of the effects of 
vertical floor flexibility (Reference 7), i.e., "A floor 
flexibility study will be performed to determine the additional 
amplification of. the vertical floor response spectra for 
"vertically flexible" floors. Dynamic models with flexible floor 
slabs coupled to the existing seismic building models will be used 
to generate the vertical flexible-floor response spectra. A family 
of curves will be generated for each damping. The family of curves 
will be the floor response spectra at various mass ratios (i.e., 
the ratio of the mass of the equipment to the mass of the floor) ." 

In response to the TVA Position Paper dated February 14, 1991, the 
NRC issued the Safety Evaluation Report, (Reference 12), Section 
3.0, which in part included, "On the basis of the review findings 
. . . the staff concludes that . . . the general approach, analysis 
criteria, and analysis methods as well as the resolution for the 
issues raised in the position paper are acceptable".
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2.0 METHODS

APPROACH 

Bellefonte (BLN) intends to use the rigid floor response spectra 
(FRS), developed based on Regulatory Guide 1.60, for qualification 
of all structures, systems, and components throughout the plant. In 
addition, in those areas known to exhibit the flexible floor 
phenomena, the evaluation methodology presented below will be used 
to confirm the adequacy of the design of the flexible floors and 
the qualification of attached systems and components.  

Floors slabs which have a fundamental vertical frequency of less 
than 33 Hz are determined to be "vertically flexible". Those 
portions of slabs in the "less stiff" regions (i.e., interior 
regions), are considered to be the flexible portion of the flexible 
slabs. Note that while these slabs exhibit vertical flexible floor 
phenomena, ACI 318-71 code requirements continue to be satisfied.  

Flexible floor slabs in the Auxiliary-Control Building have been 
identified as shown in Figures A-1 through A-4.  

The approach selected for determining the additional amplification 
effects attributable to vertically flexible floor slabs is based on 
the approach adopted for addressing this phenomena at the Watts Bar 
site. The incorporation of equipment-structure-interaction (ESI) 
in the development of flexible floor response spectra (FFRS) has 
been documented in the Watts Bar task report on floor flexibility 
effects (Reference 16). The Watts Bar approach was extended to 
include the use of the "site specific suite of records" for 
calibration of the conservatism in the design basis input in the 
selection of a reasonable amplification of the rigid FRS.  

Considerations which Bellefonte proposes to utilize in addressing 
the amplification of the vertical flexible floor slabs include: 

* Equipment-Structure-Interactions (ESI) effects corresponding 
to a mass ratio of 3%. Mass ratio is defined as the ratio of 
effective flexible system modal mass to the effective flexible 
floor slab mass. The ESI methodology was documented during 
use at TVA's Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (Reference 16).  

* The suite of site specific earthquake records was developed in 
1978 as an acceptable definition of the seismic design basis 
ground motions for the Sequoyah and Watts Bar Nuclear Plants 
and it established the basis for evaluation.  

Areas of conservatism in the seismic analysis which have not been 
utilized include: 

- Soil-Structure-Interaction (SSI) effects.  
- Spatial incoherence effects.
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TECHNICAL POSITION 

* SEISMIC DESIGN BASIS 

The BLN seismic design basis motions correspond to the Regulatory 
Guide 1.60 ground response spectra shapes anchored at 0.18g for the 
SSE. Artificial time histories based on the Regulatory Guide 1.60 
ground response spectra were developed and meet the guidance 
provided in Standard Review Plans 3.7.1 and 3.7.2; and are used to 
develop the floor response spectra.  

* DEVELOPMENT OF RIGID FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRA (RFRS) 

The design basis RFRS have been developed using a lumped-mass beam 
"stick" model based on the assumption that the floor slabs are 
vertically rigid.  

To account for the effect of torsional and bending response 
motions, the RFRS were generated for the extreme edge locations of 
the building. At each floor elevation rigid beams extending from 
the center of mass to the extreme edge of the building were 
attached to lumped-mass beam model. Seismic responses computed at 
the extreme end of these rigid beams approximate the responses at 
the extreme edge locations of the building. (i.e., assumes plane 
sections remain plane).  

* FLOOR SLAB MODELLING CONCEPTS 

The methodology utilized to assess the vertical flexible floor slab 
effects includes modifying the revised and validated building 
lumped-mass beam "stick" models. The "vertically flexible" floors 
are modelled as single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) vertical 
oscillators attached at their respective elevations to the center 
of mass of the lumped mass "stick" model. Each SDOF oscillator was 
given an equivalent mass and spring stiffness to represent the 
fundamental modal response of the corresponding flexible floor 
slab.  

* EQUIPMENT-STRUCTURE-INTERACTION (ESI) EFFECTS 

Interaction effects between the structure, the vertically flexible 
floors and the attached flexible systems are included. This 
interaction is designated "equipment-structure-interaction" (ESI).  
The magnitude of ESI effects is a function of the ratio of 
effective mass of the supported flexible-systems to effective 
flexible mass of the supporting floor slab. This ratio is 
designated the "mass ratio."
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* CALCULATION OF MASS RATIO

Mass ratios are computed based on the approach accepted by the NRC 
staff at TVA's Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, in which the following 
approximations are made.  

* All equipment is vertically rigid, thus is included in 
the floor mass.  

* Effective flexible modal floor slab mass is 65% of the 
total mass of the floor slab plus equipment.  

* Flexible mass of systems is 65% of the total attached 
system mass.  

* Vertical flexible system frequencies are uniformly 
distributed between 7 and 33 Hz.  

* Systems with modal frequencies within +/- 15% of each 
other respond the same. Therefore, the frequency range 
between 7 and 33 Hz can be divided into "frequency 
windows." Each window is centered on a central frequency 
and its width is determined by +/- 15% of the central 
frequency. This results in five "frequency windows." 

* Effective flexible modal system mass is equal to the 
vertical mass of systems divided by the number of 
"frequency windows." 

* Mass Ratio = Effective flexible modal system mass 
Effective flexible modal floor slab mass 

The actual mass ratios for the vertical flexible floors in the 
Auxiliary-Control Building are summarized in Tables F-3A through 
F-3D. The range of actual mass ratios is between 0 and 5.8%; with 
an average of 1.54% with 69% of the slabs having a mass ratio 1.0 
or greater. A mass ratio of 1% was chosen as an appropriate value 
to use in combination with the site specific suite of vertical 
earthquake records for the development of the study FFRS.  

* FFRS CONSIDERING THE BLN DESIGN BASIS EARTHQUAKE MOTION AND 
ESI FOR 1% MASS RATIO ARE UNNECESSARILY CONSERVATIVE 

Comparison of the FFRS computed using the BLN design basis 
artificial vertical time history with the corresponding site 
specific earthquake curves indicate that the conservatism in the 
design basis curves would likely result in a much higher 
modification rate for systems and components. This magnitude of 
excess amplification can be seen by a comparison of curves A and B 
of Figure 2-3. Figure 2-3 is a comparison of vertical floor 
response spectra for four different cases, i.e.,
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A. BLN design basis earthquake with 1% mass ratio

B. Site specific suite of earthquakes with 1% mass ratio 

C. BLN design basis earthquake with 3% mass ratio 

D. BLN design basis earthquake with rigid floor assumed 

* METHOD TO ESTIMATE A REALISTIC AMPLIFICATION OF FLEXIBLE FLOOR 

To establish an appropriate level of amplification for the vertical 
FRS, the modified building models are subjected to the vertical 
component of the "site specific suite of records" and FFRS computed 
including ESI effects corresponding to a mass ratio of 1%. The 
resulting vertically flexible floor response spectra (FFRS) are the 
log-normally distributed 841 percentile FFRS, as represented by 
curve B in Figure 2-3. These FFRS exceed the rigid floor response 
spectra (curve D of Figure 2-3) at frequencies corresponding to the 
fundamental vertical frequency of the flexible floor and in the 
high frequency range beyond 33 Hz. Therefore, the appropriate 
curve to represent the realistic amplification due to vertical 
floor flexibility is the envelope of curves B and D of Figure 2-3.  

A family of enveloped curves, such as the envelope of curves B and 
D in Figure 2-3, represents the floor response spectra that would 
be used to evaluate flexible floors and attached systems and 
components for the effects of vertical floor flexibility.  

Use of a 3% mass ratio in conjunction with the BLN design basis 
artificial vertical time history to develop FFRS has been shown to 
be conservative compared to 1% mass ratio site specific. Figure 2
3 shows that the above 3% mass ratio FFRS envelop by a significant 
amount the FFRS based on a 1% mass ratio -in conjunction with the 
site specific suite of records (curves C and B respectively). In 
addition, TVA will enrich the high frequency range (> 33 Hz) to 
insure the 3% amplified spectra curves envelope the 1% site 
specific curves.  

Therefore, TVA considers the use of the 3% mass ratio design basis 
FFRS as an appropriate basis to define the amount of amplification 
to be accounted for in the evaluation of vertical floor flexibility 
effects. The majority of the flexible floors have mass ratios 
exceeding the 1%. value used in this study, and the proposed 
methodology provides a conservative envelope above the 1% mass 
ratio FFRS. A lower amplification could reasonably be justified 
for these flexible floors. Therefore, the proposed methodology is 
more conservative than necessary and results in qualifying the 
attached systems for seismic loadings in excess of those required.
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* SITE SPECIFIC EARTHQUAKE RECORDS

The suite of site specific earthquake records developed by TVA in 
1978 and accepted by the NRC staff as a realistic definition of the 
nearfield seismic hazard for the Sequoyah and Watts Bar Nuclear 
plants are used to develop comparison flexible floor response 
spectra.  

* SEISMIC ANALYSIS METHODS NOT APPLIED 

There are methods of applying earthquake loading on buildings which 
were not employed in this evaluation. These include: 

* Soil Structure - Interaction (SSI) effects.  

* Spatial Incoherence effect.  

There are several reasons these methods were not proposed to be 
applied to BLN spectra development. In the case of SSI, since BLN 
has a soil shear wave velocity of 9000 ft./sec., the potential 
benefit would only occur in the higher frequency ranges approaching 
building resonance. While more benefit would be expected from 
spatial incoherence in the frequency range of interest, the lack of 
prior precedent of applying this method to eastern nuclear plants 
was a key factor in the decision not to incorporate spatial 
incoherence. This method has been utilized in nuclear and 
commercial applications in the Western U.S. It is felt that the 
fact that these methods are not employed in the general BLN 
proposal provides additional assurance of conservatism.  

* DESIGN BASIS VERTICAL FLEXIBLE FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRA 

The design basis.vertical RFRS is the envelope of the vertical RFRS 
at the center of mass and the extreme edges of the building at each 
floor elevation. We will continue to use the RFRS based on BLN's 
seismic design basis.vertical earthquake (i.e., Regulatory Guide 
1.60 ground response spectra), for those areas of the plant which 
do not exhibit vertical flexible floor behavior. The RFRS are 
represented by Curve D of Figure 2-3.  

Bellefonte proposes to use a 3% equipment-floor mass ratio in 
conjunction with the BLN design basis artificial vertical time 
history to represent the vertical floor response spectra (FRS) 
curves. These FFRS will be enveloped with the vertical RFRS to 
obtain the design basis DFRS for use in those areas of the plant 
that exhibit vertical flexible floor behavior. This can be 
expressed as follows.  

Definitions: 
DFRS = Design basis floor response spectra.  

RFRS = Rigid floor response spectra.
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FFRS = Flexible floor response spectra.

* For rigid floor areas: 

DFRS = RFRS 

* For vertically flexible floor areas: 

DFRS = RFRS U FFRS 

TECHNICAL JUSTIFICATION 

The technical justification for the approach taken to address the 
amplification attributable to "vertically flexible" floors is as 
follows: 

1. SEISMIC DESIGN BASIS 

The design basis earthquake motions for BLN (i.e., SSE), are 
artificial time-histories developed to enveloped Regulatory 
Guide 1.60 shaped ground response spectra anchored to 0.18g 
(see Figure 2-1 and 2-2).  

Use of Regulatory Guide 1.60 shaped ground response spectra 
anchored at 0.18g has been accepted by the NRC staff 
(Reference 2).  

2. DEVELOPMENT OF RIGID FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRA (RFRS) 

The methodology for developing RFRS utilizing lumped-mass beam 
"stick" models with rigid beams extending from the center of 
mass to the extreme edge of the building, has been accepted by 
the NRC staff in the SER on Seismic. Design of Category I 
Structures (Reference 2).  

3. FLOOR SLAB MODELLING CONCEPTS 

The lumped mass "stick" model of the building has been revised 
and validated in accordance with the current NRC guidelines in 
Section 3.7.2 of the Standard Review Plan and the commitments 
in the BLN Position Papers; as accepted by the NRC staff 
(Reference 12).  

The lumped mass "stick" model of the building has been 
modified by incorporating SDOF vertical oscillators, at the 
respective elevations, to represent the "vertically flexible" 
floor slabs. This approach was used and documented at the 
Watts Bar Nuclear plant (Reference 16) and has been accepted 
by the NRC staff for use at Watts Bar (Reference 17).
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The quantitative modelling of the distributed system masses 
supported off the floor is based on walkdown data. The 
frequencies of the flexible floors are determined with 
appropriate boundary conditions, based on drawing review and 
walkdown inspection of the floors.  

For further description and details see Appendix A.  

4. EQUIPMENT-STRUCTURE-INTERACTION (ESI) EFFECTS 

The use of equipment-structure-interaction (ESI) was 
documented in the Watts Bar task report on floor flexibility 
effects (Reference 16) and has been accepted by the NRC staff 
for use at BLN (Reference 12).  

The technical basis of this approach is discussed in detail in 
Appendix D.  

5. CALCULATION OF MASS RATIO 

Mass ratios for vertically flexible floors were computed using 
the approach accepted by the NRC staff and used at the Watts 
Bar Nuclear Plant (References 16 and 17).  

The technical basis of this approach is discussed in detail in 
Appendix E.  

6. USE OF 3% MASS RATIO AS THE DESIGN BASIS FOR FLEXIBLE FLOORS 

The actual effective mass ratio for the vertically flexible 
floors in the Auxiliary-Control Building (ACB) is 1% as 
previously discussed. Developing FFRS considering an ESI 
equivalent to a 1% mass ratio and the BLN design basis 
vertical motion would result in excessive amplification of the 
FRS.  

To determine an appropriate and realistic level of 
amplification for the vertical FRS, the modified building 
models are subjected to the vertical components of the "site 
specific suite of records" and FFRS computed including 
equipment-structure-interaction (ESI) effects corresponding to 
a mass ratio of 1%. The resulting vertically flexible floor 
response spectra (FFRS) are the log-normally distributed 84 
percentile FFRS. This set of site specific FFRS represents 
the acceptable FFRS requirement since it is generated using 
the staff's accepted definition of the nearfield seismic 
hazard for Sequoyah and Watts Bar Nuclear Plants.
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An appropriate equivalent mass ratio for use with BLN design 
basis vertical motion would be the value which results in FFRS 
comparable to those developed using the site specific records 
and a 1% mass ratio. The study shows that the use of a 3% 
mass ratio in combination with the BLN design basis vertical 
motion would be a reasonable value. The resulting 3% mass 
ratio FFRS conservatively envelope the site specific 1% mass 
ratio FFRS (see Figure 2-3).  

Particularly, when one considers the conservatisms which have 
not been accounted for such as soil-structure-interaction and 
spatial incoherence effects, both of which would reduce the 
seismic responses.  

See Appendix F for further details.  

7. SITE SPECIFIC EARTHQUAKE RECORDS 

During the 1977.NRC licensing review of the Sequoyah Nuclear 
Plant (SQN), the staff expressed concern regarding the seismic 
design basis used for the Sequoyah, Watts Bar, and Bellefonte 
Nuclear plants. Their concern resulted from changes in NRC 
staff guidance for determining the SSE; guidance in the form 
of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 (1973) and the staff Standard 
Review Plan (1975). The NRC staff requested additional 
information to support the safe shutdown earthquake ground 
motions (Reference 1). The NRC staff indicated that, "One 
approach that might be sufficient is to use existing strong 
motion records to determine the response spectra predicted for 
an earthquake of the appropriate magnitude and distance for 
the site conditions." 

In April 1978, the NRC "....... suggested that TVA .... collect 

strong motion acceleragraph data from recording stations, in 
the United States and Continental Europe, situated on 'rock' 
sites, dealing with events which occurred at a maximum 
distance of 25 kM and having magnitudes between 5.3 and 6.3 on 
the Richter scale. The implication being that maximum 
accelerations obtained from this data would be acceptable as 
seismic design criteria." (See the Post Meeting Note on 
Reference 2).  

In response to the NRC request at the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, 
TVA performed a two-phase study in which a suite of actual 
earthquake records was collected from recording stations in 
the United States and Continental Europe, situated on "rock" 
sites. The recordings collected correspond to events which 
occurred at a maximum distance of 25 kM and having magnitudes 
between 5.3 and 6.3 on the Richter scale. The time histories 
from this suite of actual earthquake records are termed the 
"site specific suite of records," and they represent an
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acceptable basis for an evaluation of the seismic design basis 
for the three plants; consistent with the NRC staff's 
recommendation (Reference 4).  

The NRC's review of TVA's Position Paper regarding the BLN 
Seismic Design Ground Motion (Reference 5), determined that a 
ground response spectra based on a Regulatory Guide 1.60 shape 
anchored to 0.18g for the SSE, is an acceptable basis for the 
BLN design.  

This conclusion was based on review of TVA BLN studies, of 
selected structures, which demonstrated that the resulting 
floor response spectra, with minor exceptions, generally are 
equal to or exceed those developed using the "site specific 
suite of records." 

Based on the study, use of the suite of site specific vertical 
earthquake records to calibrate the amount of amplification 
that should be accounted for in the vertical FRS is 
appropriate.  

Therefore, the suite of site specific records forms the basis 
for evaluating the reasonableness of vertical FRS 
amplifications. The vertical components of the "site specific 
suite of records," are used to determine the level of 
amplification requirediof the vertical floor response spectra 
(i.e., they are used to calibrate the amount of equipment
structure-interaction that should be used when computing FFRS 
using the design basis verticalearthquake-motion)..  

8. INHERENT CONSERVATISMS IN ANALYSIS 

There are several inherent conservatisms in the BLN seismic 
analyses which develop the FFRS which have not been accounted 
for in this study. These include soil-structure-interaction 
(SSI) and spatial incoherence effects. Both of these effects 
would reduce the magnitude of the resulting FFRS. A 
preliminary study indicates that reductions on the order of 3% 
to 55% can be expected for frequencies greater than 3 Hz.  

9. DESIGN BASIS VERTICAL FLEXIBLE FLOOR RESPONSE SPECTRA 

The design basis FRS to be used for the qualification of 
Seismic Category I structures, systems and components attached 
to vertically flexible floors in all buildings at BLN will be 
the envelope of the "rigid" FRS and the corresponding FFRS as 
described above.  

The development of floor response spectra is in accordance 
with Regulatory Guide 1.122 (Reference 11).
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STUDY SEQUENCE 

The sequence used for the floor flexibility study is summarized as 
follows (also see Figure 2-4): 

I. Identify "Vertically Flexible" Floors 

* Determine which floors are "vertically flexible", based 
on their fundamental frequencies, utilizing- allowances 
for system and equipment weights 

(See Appendix A, Sections A.2 and A.3 for specific 
details) 

II. Confirm Physical Attributes 

* Review the design drawings and walkdown all floor slabs 
identified as "vertically flexible." 

o Locate and identify attached systems and equipment, 

o Verify floor slab boundary conditions.  

* Confirm fundamental, frequencies of the "vertically 
flexible" floor slabs based-on.the walkdown.-data'.  

(See Appendix A) 

III. Modify Dynamic Building Model 

* Utilize the revised and validated building lumped mass 
"stick" models.  

* Modify the building models to incorporate the "vertically 
flexible" floor slabs as vertical SDOF oscillators 
attached at the appropriate elevations.  

(See Appendix B for specific details) 

IV. Equipment-Structure-Interaction Effects 

* Compute the Mass Ratio for each of the "vertically 
flexible" floor slabs.  

* Incorporate Equipment-Structure-Interactions (ESI) into 
the analysis.  

(See Appendices C and D for specific details)
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V. Rationale For The Use Of The Site Specific Suite of Records 

* The design basis earthquake motions for BLN correspond to 
the Regulatory Guide 1.60 ground response spectra shapes 
anchored at 0.18g for the SSE.  

To determine an appropriate amplification of the rigid 
floor response spectra, flexible floor response spectra 
(FFRS) are developed using a site specific -suite of 
earthquake records and a 1% mass ratio.  

The input motions to the analyses are the vertical 
components from the site specific suite of actual 
earthquake records developed in 1978 to address an NRC 
concern regarding the seismic design basis for the 
Sequoyah, Watts Bar, and Bellefonte Nuclear Plants. The 
NRC staff has accepted this suite of records as an 
acceptable definition of the seismic design basis at the 
Sequoyah and Watts Bar Nuclear plants.  

The 8 4 1 percentile responses computed using this suite of 
vertical records and a 1% mass ratio represent an 
acceptable design basis. Therefore, the resulting FFRS 
are used to determine an appropriate level of 
amplification when considering the BLN design basis 
vertical artificial time history.  

(See Appendix E for specific details) 

VI. Perform Seismic Analysis Using Site Specific Suite of Records 

* The seismic analyses are based on the modal time history 
method.  

* Compute the corresponding flexible floor response spectra 
for each of the vertical components from the site 
specific suite of actual earthquake records and include 
Equipment-Structure-Interaction (ESI) effects for a Mass 
Ratio of 1%.  

* Compute the log-normally distributed 841 percentile of 
the flexible floor response spectra.
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VII. Perform Seismic Analysis Using The Design Basis Vertical 
Earthauake 

* Compute the corresponding flexible floor response spectra 
for the vertical component from the design basis 
earthquake records and include Equipment-Structure
Interaction (ESI) effects for a Mass Ratio of 1% and 3%.  

VIII. Calibrate Conservatism To Be Included In Design Basis FRS 

* Compare to the corresponding rigid floor response 
spectra.  

* Compare to the corresponding flexible floor response 
spectra computed based on the design basis vertical time
history and ESI corresponding to mass ratios of 1% and 
3%.  

(See Appendix F for specific details.) 

* Calibrate the conservatism in the design basis vertical 
FFRS based on the above comparison.  

Reasonable calibration is obtained when the FFRS based on 
the design basis vertical time-history and ESI effects 
envelop (without being excessively conservative), the 
FFRS based on the site specific suite of actual 
earthquake records and ESI corresponding to a mass ratio 
of 1%.  

The equivalent mass ratio required in the ESI analysis 
with the design basis vertical time-history to provide a 
reasonable envelope is the value to be used to develop 
the design basis vertical FFRS.  

IX. Develop Design Basis FRS For Vertically Flexible Floor Slabs 

* The resulting design basis vertical FFRS, shall be 
enveloped with the "rigid" FRS to obtain the Design Basis 
FRS for qualification of structures, systems, and 
components attached to vertically flexible floors.
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3.0 RESULTS

The results of the study show that computing the floor response 
spectra for vertically flexible floors using the BLN vertical 
design basis artificial time history (i.e., corresponding to a 
Regulatory Guide 1.60 shape anchored to 0.18g for the SSE), and 
incorporating equipment-structure-interaction effects corresponding 
to a 3% mass ratio provides an appropriate level of amplification 
for the FRS.  

Specific results from the evaluation of the Auxiliary-Control 
Building are presented in Appendix F.  

4.0 CONCLUSION 

The approach outlined in this paper provides a reasonable method to 
evaluate the effects of "vertically flexible" floors and provides 
a reasonable method to account for the additional amplification in 
the vertical design floor response spectra.  

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the results of this study, it is recommended that the 
vertical design basis floor response spectra for vertically 
flexible floors in all buildings at BLN be developed using the 
methodology presented in this report. This methodology requires 
that FFRS be developed using the BLN vertical design basis 
earthquake time history and accounting for ESI equivalent to a mass 
ratio of 3%. The resulting FFRS is to be enveloped with the 
corresponding "rigid" FRS. This enveloped set of FRS shall be used 
as the design basis FRS for those areas which exhibit vertical 
flexible floor behavior. We will continue to use the rigid floor 
response spectra based on BLN's seismic design basis vertical 
earthquake (i.e., Regulatory Guide 1.60 ground response spectra), 
for those areas of the plant which do not exhibit vertical flexible 
floor behavior.
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Figure 2-2
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Figure 2-3 
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APPENDIX - A 

DETERMINATION OF VERTICALLY FLEXIBLE FLOORS 

A.1 General Approach 

In determining the flexible floor slabs, any floor area 
bounded by supporting reinforced concrete structural walls, 
beams, and/or columns, having a fundamental vertical floor 
frequency less than 33 Hz is identified as a "vertically 
flexible" floor slab. Thirty-three hertz (33 Hz) is the 
minimum frequency at which the BLN design basis vertical 
ground response spectra are assumed to be "rigid", i.e., no 
amplification beyond that of a rigid system. Results from the 
study of the Auxiliary-Control Building are presented below to 
illustrate the process.  

A.2 Auxiliary-Control Building (ACB) Flexible Floors 

In order to identify the flexible floor slabs in the 
Auxiliary-Control Building (ACB), the floor plans were first 
reviewed to identify the effective structural supports (i.e., 
walls and/or columns) for the individual floor slabs at each 
elevation. Floor slabs at each elevation and their 
corresponding boundary conditions were identified and labelled 
(Reference Al), see Figures A-1 through A-5. The shaded areas 
in Figures A-1 through A-4 show the configurations and 
locations of those floor slabs which were found to be 
vertically rigid. The non-shaded floor areas identify the 
configurations and locations of the vertically flexible floor 
slabs for which the dynamic flexible-floor models were 
developed.  

The ACB contains slabs with thicknesses ranging from 8 inches 
to 48 inches. The slabs, in general, have continuous boundary 
conditions, are integral with the walls which are relatively 
thick. For the individual floor slabs identified from the 
drawing review, calculations were developed to estimate their 
fundamental vertical frequencies and their associated 
effective fundamental modal masses (Reference Al), see Tables 
A-1 through A-4. Any floor slabs with a fundamental vertical 
frequency less than 33 Hz were identified to be vertically 
flexible floor slabs. The calculated fundamental frequencies 
are given in Tables A-1 through A-4.  

The vertical fundamental frequency of the ACB is approximately 
22 Hz (Reference A2). Therefore, floor slabs with fundamental 
frequencies close to 22 Hz can be expected to experience 
significant additional amplification.
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A.3 Plant Walkdown 

In order to assess as accurately as possible the vertical 
fundamental frequencies of the slabs, a walkdown (Reference 
A3), and review of piping, HVAC, and cable tray systems, and 
equipment drawings for the ACB were performed to determine the 
weight of the various supported systems and components and to 
verify the boundary conditions of each slab. The slabs 
considered for the plant walkdown, were selected based on the 
calculated vertical fundamental frequencies (i.e., Section 
A.1, above). The slabs walked down are those with a vertical 
fundamental frequency of less than 33 Hz. The flexible slab 
frequencies ranged from 4.6 to 31.3, (see Table A-1 through 
A-4).  

Data was collected by teams of engineers experienced in 
seismic evaluations. The data collected included the location 
and weights of major equipment and the estimated equivalent 
uniform load that accounts for the system attached to the top 
and bottom surfaces of the slabs.  

The walkdown data was then utilized to determine the 
fundamental frequencies of the floor slabs and in determining 
the appropriate mass ratios. .The resulting fundamental 
frequencies for the floors are shown in Table A-1 through A-4.  
The computation of mass ratios is discussed in Appendix E.  

A.4 References 

1. TVA Calculation BLN-11, "Auxiliary-Control Building Floor 
Flexibility Study ARS Considering Floor-Equipment 
Interactions," (RIMS No. U34930112204) 

2. TVA Calculation 1-OO-CS-00011, "Seismic Analysis of Unit 1 
Auxiliary-Control Building," BLN-05, (RIMS No. U05 911007 011) 

3. TVA Walkdown Package No. BH-0001, Walkdown of Concrete Floor 
Slabs in The Unit 1 Auxiliary-Control Building.
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FLEXIBLE 

SLAB ID SLAB LOCATION* 
(COL. LINE)

S628-01 

S628-02 

S628-03 

S628-04 

S628-05 

S628-06 

S628-07 

S628-08 

S628-09 

S628-10 

S628-11 

S628-12 

S628-13 

S628-14 

S628-15 

5628-16 

S628-17 

S628-18 

S628-19

TABLE A-1 
FLOOR SLABS AT ELEVATION 628.0 FT.

M-P-C11-C13 
N-P-C3-C5 

N-P-CS-C11 

N-P-C1-C3 
M-N-C1-C3 

P-Q-Al-A14 

Q-R-A1-A3 
Q-R-A12-A14 

Q-R-A3-A6 
Q-R-A9-A12 

R-T-Al-A2 
R-T-A13-Al4 

R-T-Al-A2 
R-T-A13-A14 

R-T-A2-A3 
R-T-A12-Al3 

R-T-A3-A4 
R-T-Al l-A12 

R-T-A4-A5 
R-T-A10-A11 

S-T-A4-A5 
S-T-A1O-All 

R-T-A5-A6 
R-T-A9-A10 

Q-R-A8-A10 

Q-S-A7-A8 
Q-S-A6-A7 

R-T-A8-A9 

S-U-A6-A8 

U-W-A6-A7 
U-W-A8-A9 

U-W-A7-A8

NO. OF 
SLABS

30

Notes: DL = Dead load. LL = Live load. Wt = Floor slab weight of one slab panel. f = Fundamental vertical frequency.  
We = Effective floor slab weight of one slab panel associated with the fundamental mode.  

Approximate slab location to the nearest column line.

APPROXIMATE 
SLAB 

DIMENSION 
(ft) 

50x45xl 

28x34x1 

50x22.5x1 

42x18x1 

71x34.5xl 

91x34.5x2 

17.5x46x3 

18.3x46x3 

35.3x46x3 

33.5x46x2 

18x46x3 

15.3x29.5x1 

21.8x28.3x1 

45.3x23x4 

26x47.3x1.5 

26x40.5x3 

52x51.5x1 

26x38.5x3 

26x38.5x3

DL/LL 
(psf) 

150/75 

150/75 

150/75 

150/75 

150/75 

300/75 

300/75 

450/75 

450/75 

300/75 

450/75 

150/75 

150/75 

600/75 

225/75 

450/75 

150/75 

300/75 

450/75

Wt We f 
(kip) (kip) (Hz) 

506 334 9.6 

214 116 13.6 

253 136 14.9 

170 128 20.8 

551 325 7.1 

1177 683 6.8 

- - > 33.3 

- - > 33.0 

853 503 19.8 

578 341 14.0 

- - > 33.0 

- - > 33.0 

139 85 14.7 

- - > 33.0 

369 196 23.6 

- - > 33.0 

603 368 6.4 

375 214 28.3 

- - > 33.0



TABLE A-2 
FLEXIBLE FLOOR SLABS AT ELEVATION 648.0 FT.  

AND VICINITY (ELEV. 641.0 FT AND ELEV. 661.0 FT)

SLAB ID SLAB LOCATION* APPROXIMATE NO. OF 
(COL. LINE) SLAB SLABS 

DIMENSION DL/LL Wt We f 
(ft) (psf) (kip) (kip) (Hz) 

S648-01 N-P-C6-C8 56x34xl 1 150/50 381 240 9.3 

S648-02 M-P-C3-C6 83x45xl 2 150/50 747 426 5.7 
M-P-C8-C 11 

S648-03 M-P-C11-C13 50x45x1 1 150/50 450 270 6.8 

S648-04 M-N-C1-C3 41.5x22.5x1 2 150/50 186 95 17.7 
N-P-C1-C3 

S641-04" N-P-Cl-C3 41.5x22.5x1 1 150/50 186 95 17.7 

S661-04' M-N-C11-C13 50x22.5x1 2 150150 225 115 16.2 
N-P-Cl1-C13 

S648-05 P-Q-Al-A14 42x18x1 10 150/50 151 113.4 22.1 

S648-06 Q-T-Al-A3 68x80.5x1.5 2 225/50 1506 753 4.6 
Q-T-A12-A14 

S648-10 Q-T-A3-A6 89.5x80.5x2.2 2 330/50 2738 1561 9.4 
Q-T-A9-A12 

S648-11 R-U-A6-A9 82.5x77x1.6 1 225/50 1746 1153 5.7 

S648-12 U-W-A6-A7 25.5x38.5x3 - 450/50 - - >33.0 

U-W-A8-A9 

S648-13 W-X-A7-A8 26x30.8x3 - 450/50 - - > 33.0 

S648-14 X-Z-A6-A9 78x83.2x3 1 450/50 3245 1914 6.0

Notes: DL = Dead load. LL = Live load. Wt = Floor slab weight of one slab panel. f = Fundamental vertical frequenc) 
We = Effective floor slab weight of one slab panel associated with the fundamental mode.  

Approximate slab location to the nearest column line.  
= This slab has the same dimensions as the dimensions of slab S648-04. Therefore, SDOF 914 representing S648-04 

can also be used to represent S641-04.  
- This also has approximately the same dimensions as slab S648-04. Therefore, SDOF 914 representing S648-04 

can also be used to represent S661-04.
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TABLE A-3 
FLEXIBLE FLOOR SLABS AT ELEVATION 668.0 FT.

SLAB ID SLAB LOCATION* APPROXIMATE NO. OF 
(COL. LINE) SLAB SLABS 

DIMENSION DL/LL Wt We f 
(ft) (psf) (kip) (kip) (Hz) 

S668-01- M-P-C1-C13 26.5x45x0.67 12 110/50 190 152 11.5 

S668-04 P-Q-A3-A12 55.6x18xl 5 150/50 200.2 150.2 22.1 

S668-05 P-R-Al-A3 69x41x1.5 2 225/50 778 467 4.6 
P-R-Al2-A14 

S668-06 R-T-Al-A2 33.6x67.5xl.5 3 225/50 529 296 5.4 
R-T-A13-A14 
Q-R-A3-A5 

S668-07 S-T-A4-A6 55.7x31xt.5 1 225/50 474 266 13.5 

S668-08 Q-T-C9-C12 80.5x57.5x1.5 1 225/50 1274 675 4.7 

S668-09 Q-W-C6-C9- 26x25x1 7 150/50 130 86 27.5 

S668-10 W-X-A7-A8 28x86.8x2 1 300/50 790 545 31.3 

S668-11 X-Y-A6-A8 46x57.2x3 1 450/50 1316 710 15.8 

S668-12 R-S-A4-A5 26.5x33x1.5 1 225/50 240 134 22.3 

5668-13 Q-R-A11-A12 23x33xl.5 1 225/50 209 113 26.8 

S668-14 R-T-A2-A3 57.5x23x3 2 450/50 - - > 33.0 
R-T-A12-A13 

Notes: DL = Dead load. LL - Live load. Wt = Floor slab weight of one slab panel. f = Fundamental vertical frequency.  
We = Effective floor slab weight of one slab panel associated with the fundamental mode.  

Approximate slab location to the nearest column line.  
Develop and documented in calculation of Reference No. 2.  

- Locally rigid areas for this slab are marked on the corresponding sketch.
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TABLE A-4 
FLEXIBLE FLOOR SLABS AT ELEVATION 685.0 FT.  

SLAB ID SLAB LOCATION* APPROXIMATE NO. OF 
(COL. LINE) SLAB SLABS 

DIMENSION DULL Wt We f 
(ft) (psf) (kip) (kip) (Hz) 

5685-01 M-P-C1-C13 26.8x45x2 12 300/30 398 274.9 8.6 

S685-02 P-Q-A6-A9 39x18xl 2 150/30 126 93 22.2 

S685-03 P-Q-A1O-Al4 145.7x18x1.5 2 - - - > 33.0 

P-Q-Al-A5 

S685-04 Q-R-A2-A3 47x22.3x2 2 - - - > 33.0 

Q-R-A12-A13 

S685-05 Q-R-A3-A5 47.3x22.3x2 2 - - - > 33.0 

Q-R-A1O-A12 

S685-06 Q-R-A7-A9 84.3x30.8x1 1 150/30 356 171 13.8 

S685-07 R-T-Al-A3 61.5x58.2xl.5 2 225/30 913 512 5.2 
R-T-A12-A14 

S685-08 R-T-A4-A6 58.2x54.4x2 2 300/30 1045 617 6.7 
R-T-A9-A1 1 

S685-09 Q-S-C5-A7 38.3x25x1 2 150/30 172 102 6.6 

S685-10 V-W-C5-A7 26x25x1 2 150/30 118 71 8.6 
V-W-A8-C9 

S685-11 S-V-C5-C9 26x25x1 7 150/30 117 77 11.8 

S685-12 Q-R-Al-A2 23x30.5x1.5 2 225/30 179 100 27.9 
Q-R-A13-A14 

S685-13 Q-R-A5-A6 23x34x2 2 - - - > 33.0 

Q-R-A9-A1O 

S685-14 P-Q-A5-A6 33.3x18x2 2 - - - > 33.0 

P-Q-A9-A10 

Notes: DL = Dead load. LL = Live load. Wt = Floor slab weight of one slab panel. f = Fundamental vertical frequency.  
We = Effective floor slab weight of one slab panel associated with the fundamental mode.  
* Approximate slab location to the nearest column line.
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APPENDIX - B

DYNAMIC BUILDING MODELS 

B.1 Modification Of Dynamic Building Models 

The vertical floor response spectra (FRS) considering vertical 
floor flexibility (FFRS) were developed by modeling floors as 
a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) subsystem attached to the 
building lumped mass model at their respective elevations.  
Modeling the vertically flexible floor slabs in this manner 
was used at TVA's Watts Bar Nuclear Plant and approved by the 
NRC staff (Reference B-2).  

B.2 DERIVATION OF THE EQUIVALENT SDOF SYSTEM 

The following presents the derivation for an equivalent 
single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system to represent a modal 
response of a floor system subjected to vertical seismic 
excitation.  

The dynamic model utilized to perform the seismic response 
analysis of a building is comprised of conventional lumped
mass-beam-stick model with the equivalent mass and stiffness 
properties of the building. A set of equivalent SDOF systems 
representing the "vertically flexible" floor slabs are coupled 
to the building model. The objectives are to properly 
simulate the gross dynamic interaction forces resulting at the 
floor support locations and to represent the major vertical 
(out-of-plane) floor vibration characteristics. (i.e., the 
modal vibration frequencies, damping, participation factors, 
and inertial properties of significant modes).  

Equations of Motion for the Floor System 

The equations of motion for the vertical (out-of-plane) 
vibration of a floor system, represented by a N-degrees-of
freedom discrete model subject to a uniform vertical seismic 
excitation prescribed at the floor support boundary can be 
written as follows: 

[M] {} + [C] {x} + [K] {x} = {0} (1) 

where: 

[M], [C], [K] = the mass, damping, and stiffness 
matrices of the floor system
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respectively; 

{U} = {} + {1} 2 = the absolute acceleration vector; 

{}, {x}, {x} = the relative acceleration, velocity, 
and displacement vectors with 
respect to the support, 
respectively; 

2(t) = the absolute acceleration time 
history at the support; 

{l} = the vector of the vertical rigid 
body translation of the . floor 
system.  

Substituting equation (A) into (1) leads to the relative
response equations of motion 

[M] {} + [C] {} + [K] {u} = {eff.je} where 

{Peeffetive} -I M] {1} 2 therefore 

[M] {} + [C] {u} + [K] {u} = - [M] {1} 2 

It is assumed that equation (1) possesses classical normal 
mode decomposition such that, 

N 
{x} = Z a. f{.} (2) 

n=1 

where: 

a = modal coordinates of the n* mode; 

{O] = the n' mode shape vector; 

and the following orthogonality relations for mass, stiffness, 
and damping hold: 

{O.T [M] {o} = M. (3a) 

{fonT [C] { 0} = Cn = 2 fl w.n M. (3b) 

{,}T [K] {n} = K. =w M. (3c)
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{,}T [M] {m} = 0, for n m (3d) 

{(}T [C] {4} = 0, for n ; m (3e) 

{#p}T [K] {} = 0, for n ; m (3f) 

where: 

M, C, , and K, = the generalized modal mass, damping, 
and stiffness, respectively; 

n= the modal damping ratio; and 

wn= the circular natural frequency of the n, mode.  

Substituting equations (2) and the above orthogonality 
equations (3a through 3f), into equation (1), the modal 
equation of motion for the n 1 mode can be written as, 

Mn ", + Cnan + K, an= {0,}T [M] {l} 2 (4) 

or 

fi + 2opwnan + ofnan = -r, 2 (5) 

where 

rn = T [M1 1i (6) 

r= 10 1 T FMj . 11 
f. I T [MI f01 {#,}T [M] {#,} 

r, is the modal participation factor for the nt mode.  

The solution of equation 5 can be written in terms of the 
Duhamel integral 

an(t) = (1/co) r. V.(t) (7) 

V,(t) = 2 z(r) h.(t-T) dT (8) 

hn(t-T) = e-fl"I-T sin wn(t-T) (9) 

Neglecting the contribution from the damping force in the
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system which is usually insignificant, the effective seismic 
inertia force of the system in the nh mode can expressed as 

{q.) = - [M) {.} (ai + r. z) = w02 an [M] {.} (10) 

The total vertical shear force acting over the entire floor 
support boundary for the n* mode is the sum of the shear 
forces at each boundary node. Thus 

Q. = { 1 }T {q} = n2 an lt [M] {n} (11) 

or, by equations (B) and (D), 

Qn = wn rn2 N V0 (t) (12) 

Equivalent SDOP System for a Single Mode Response 

In order to develop an equivalent SDOF system representing the 
modal response in equation (5), consider the following SDOF 
system subjected to the seismic support excitation i(t): 

my + cy + ky = - m i(t) (13) 

where m, c, and k are respectively the mass, damping, and 
stiffness; and y is the displacement relative to the base of 
the SDOF system.  

The solution to Equation (13) can be expressed as 

y(t) =IVWt 

where 

fk
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C C 

2 ~2wm 

V(t) = j t z(T) h(t-T) dT (14) 

h(t-r) = e -, -r) sinw(t-r) 

The total inertia load acting on the support is 

(15) 
Q =M2 =m(t) = M W Vt) 

Comparing Equation (15) with Equation (12) and letting w =w, 

( = on, and Q = Q., gives 

m=2 M. .Me m = r M nf n 

W, is the effective modal mass for the nA mode. Thus.an equivalent 
SDOF system which will result in the same frequency, damping, and 
seismic inertia load for the n mode, can be written as: 

Y.n n + k Yn = n0 

where 

=2 O, A0,M 

NOTE: If the floor slab was analyzed using finite elements from 
the STARDYNE computer code, then M would correspond to 
the modal weight in the MODAL EXTRACTION DATA Table.  
Similarly, using the BSAP computer code M would 
correspond to the modal mass from the SUMMARY TABLE.
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Appendix C

EQUIPMENT-STRUCTURE-INTERACTION (ESI) EFFECTS 

C.1 General Discussion 

The modified structural models discussed in Appendix B do not 
take into account the equipment-structure-interaction (ESI) 
effects between the vertically flexible floor slabs and the 
flexible subsystems attached to the slabs. This approach has 
been shown to yield conservative results, especially when the 
subsystem frequency coincides with the slab fundamental 
frequency. At resonant condition, the dynamic characteristics 
of the subsystem can have a significant effect in reducing the 
response, even if the flexible subsystem mass has only 1 to 5 
percent of the supporting flexible slab mass. The 
incorporation of ESI effects in the development of FFRS has 
been documented in the Watts Bar task report of vertically 
flexible floors (Reference 16). See Appendix D for basis for 
development of the sub-structuring technique.  

In order to account for the ESI effects and thus provide 
realistic FRS for this study, a sub-structuring technique 
based on the two-step method of analysis. is used. This is 
discussed further.Appendix D.  

For each of the vertically flexible floor slabs identified in 
Section A.2 above, a vertical. single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) 
oscillator is developed which represents the modal properties 
(modal mass, frequency, damping ratio, and participation 
factors) of the fundamental vertical mode of the slab.  

Recognizing that the flexible-floor response spectra generated 
were to be frequency-broadened by +/- 15%, the vertical SDOF 
systems which are located on the same floor elevation and have 
fundamental mode frequencies falling within a +/- 15% 
frequency band are lumped together into one vertical SDOF 
system having its vertical frequency centered in the frequency 
band and its mass equal to the sum of the masses of all SDOF 
systems in the frequency band.  

The resulting SDOF oscillators from the above consolidation of 
flexible-floor SDOF systems are shown in Table F-2, for the 
floors at elevations 628', 648', 668', and 685', respectively.  

The lumped-mass flexible-floor SDOF systems developed above 
are coupled to the revised and validated three-dimensional 
(3-D) lumped-mass stick model for the ACB developed in 
Reference Cl; i.e., the model used to compute the rigid-floor 
response.spectra. In this coupling of dynamic models, the 
masses of the flexible-floor vertical SDOF systems are
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subtracted from the vertical rigid-floor lumped masses at the 
appropriated floor elevations of the 3-D lumped stick model.  

C.2 References 

1. TVA Calculation BLN-11, "Auxiliary-Control Building Floor 
Flexibility Study ARS Considering Floor-Equipment 
Interactions," (RIMS No. U34930112204)
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Appendix D

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUB-STRUCTURING TECHNIQUE 

D.1 Overview of Sub-structuring Technique 

Based on the coupled building lumped-mass stick model and SDOF 
oscillators, a modal analysis is performed to extract the 
modal properties of the fixed-base model. Time-history 
analyses are performed, using the vertical components of the 
site specific suite of ground records, to obtain the vertical 
response acceleration time-histories at each elevation in the 
building with vertically flexible floors.  

The above vertical response acceleration time-histories are 
used as the input motions to generate the vertical flexible
floor response spectra for the corresponding flexible-floor 
SDOF systems.  

To account for the equipment-structure interaction (ESI) 
effects, the generation of floor response spectra follows the 
methodology described in Reference D1 and implemented on the 
Watts Bar Project (Reference D2). This method uses a sub
structuring technique and a two-step analysis procedure to 
generate the flexible-floor response spectra (see D.2 below).  

This methodology is illustrated in Figures D-1 and D-2 and 
discussed below.  

D.2 Sub-structuring Technique 

The calculation of the floor response spectral values (i.e., 
the maximum equipment responses), taking into account the 
equipment-support flexibility can be made using a dynamic 
model consisting of a SDOF system having an equipment mass Me 
supported on a flexible support represented by a set of 
support impedances K,(w) and C,(w) which are functions of the 
forcing frequency w. This dynamic model for the equipment is 
represented by the model for the Step-2 analysis shown in 
Figure D-1.  

The input motion for the calculation of the equipment response 
is the acceleration response time-history, z,(t), of the 
building at the equipment-support location in the absence of 
the equipment, i.e., the flexible floor response accelerations 
at the equipment support location, M,, obtained from the Step
1 analysis shown in Figure D-1.  

The equipment-support impedance functions, K,(w) and C,(W)
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required in the Step-2 analysis represent the dynamic 
stiffness and damping characteristics of the entire building 
system at the equipment support point. These functions can be 
obtained from the compliance functions determined at the 
equipment-support point from a harmonic point-load analysis 
for each frequency w, based on the same building model as used 
in the Step 1 analysis for determining the building response 
accelerations.  

Based on this methodology, the analytical procedure for the 
generation of flexible-floor response spectra, taking into 
account ESI effects, can be summarized as follows: 

(1) Based on the building model for the Step-1 analysis, 
shown in Figure D-1, the equipment-support impedance 
functions KM(w) and C,(w) and the structural response 
motions i,(t), at each equipment-support location, M,, are 
computed.  

(2) Using the K,(w) and C,(w) and the structural response 
motions 2,(t) obtained from the above Step-1, the dynamic 
model for the equipment supported on the flexible floor 
is formed for the Step-2 analysis shown in Figure D-2 and 
the equipment response spectral values calculated by 
subjecting this dynamic model to the support excitation 
of z,(t) determined from the Step-1 analysis.  

Since the resulting equipment response spectral values are 
functions of the ratios of the impedances of the equipment to 
the impedances of the support, for the vertical SDOF flexible
floor model considered herein, such impedance ratios can be 
conveniently expressed in terms of the equipment-to-floor mass 
ratios, i.e., Me/M,. Thus, the flexible-floor response spectra 
generated using this methodology are functions of not only the 
equipment damping ratio but, also the equipment-to-floor mass 
ratio.  

D.3 Derivation of Equipment-Structure-Interaction Methodology 

Once the impedance function and the "free-field" response have 
been determined, the dynamic model for the equipment can be 
set up as follows.  

Let: 

me = The equivalent equipment mass.  

cc = The equivalent equipment damping.  

ke = The equivalent equipment stiffness.
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ki(co) = Impedance function.  

Y1 (w) = Relative displacement vector with respect to the 
ground.  

Y2 (W) = Relative displacement vector with respect to the 
ground.  

Ug(w) = Absolute ground acceleration time-history.  

12(t) = The "free-field" absolute acceleration 
response motions.  

= Oft) + YJt) 

0O (t) = The absolute acceleration response motions of 
the equipment oscillator.  

= Ott) + Y(t) 

The equations of motion for the model can be expressed in the 
frequency domain as: 

2 me 0 + ce -c +e kke } i) -meO (6)} 
S00 -ce C, -k, ke + Y, II(u)'0 

Condensing the second equation, Y2 can be expressed in terms of Yz 
as: 

i ,) c, + k, 

i2 ( e + k, + k. Y 

Substituting the above equation into the first equation, we get, 

-me + s(ce + ke ( ce + ke)2  me () 
-ice + k, + kY
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2 + k(iwc, + k,) -dm, + Y = -m.i(w) 
e i ()cc + ke + k. I 

W 2M + I + D, m

Y, = U, (W)

ice + ke mea,2 +i2Pe) 

ki ki

ke 
e me

Finally, the total acceleration at the equipment mass point 
becomes, 

U (w)) Y 1 (a) + U (6) W 2 y1Q(W) + jG) 

D2. References 

1. "Equipment Response Spectra Including Equipment-Structure
Interaction Effects," by W.S. Tseng, Proceedings of the 1989 
ASME Pressure Vessels and Piping Conference, Honolulu, Hawaii, 
July 23-27, 1989, ASME, PVP-Vol. 155, PP. 21-29.  

2. "Task Report On Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Floor And Wall 
Flexibility Study," Revision 3, August 1990, TVA, RIMS No. B26 
90 0823 155.
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Equipment-Support Impedance and Structural Response Motion
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Figure D-2 

Equipment-Structure-Interaction Model

U,(t) = U (t) + Y1 (t) 

U2 Us (t) + Y2

C, (w)

Uf t)

Me

Ce

K (w)
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Appendix E

COMPUTATION OF MASS RATIO 

E.1 Mass Ratio Definition 

When accounting for equipment-structure-interaction effects (ESI) 
in computing flexible floor response spectra (FFRS), one of the key 
inputs is the effective flexible system modal mass. This is the 
lumped mass that is used to represent the equipment mass in the 
sub-structure methodology presented in Appendix D and shown in 
Figure D-2.  

The ratio of the effective flexible system modal mass to that of 
the floor slab is designated the "Mass Ratio," i.e., 

Mass Ratio = Effective flexible modal system mass 
Effective flexible modal floor slab mass 

E.2 Assumptions and Approximations 

Mass ratios are computed based on the. approach accepted by the NRC 
staff at TVA's Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, in which the following 
assumptions/ approximations are made.  

* All equipment is vertically rigid, thus is included in 
the floor mass.  

* Effective flexible modal floor slab mass is 65% of the 
total mass of the floor slab plus equipment.  

* Flexible mass of systems is 65% of the total attached 
system mass.  

* Vertical flexible system frequencies are uniformly 
distributed between 7 and 33 Hz.  

* Systems with modal frequencies within +/- 15% of each 
other response the same. Therefore, the frequency range 
between 7 and 33 Hz can be divided into "frequency 
windows." Each window is centered on a central frequency 
and it's width is determined by +/- 15% of the central 
frequency. This results in five "frequency windows," 
(Table E-1).  

* Effective flexible modal system mass is equal to the 
vertical mass in one "frequency window" (Figure E-1).
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The actual mass ratios for the vertical flexible floors in the 
Auxiliary-Control Building are summarized in Tables F-3A through 
F-3D. The range of actual mass ratios is between 0 and 5.8%; with 
an average 1.54% and 69% of the slabs having a mass ratio 1.0 or 
greater. A mass ratio of 1% was chosen as an appropriate value to 
use for the development of the FFRS.
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Table E-1

Frequency Windows

WINDOW 0.85 x Cv CENTRAL VALUE, [Cr] 1.15 x C 
NUMBER (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) 

1 6.8 8.0 9.2 

2 9.2 10.8 12.4 

3 12.4 14.6 16.8 

4 16.8 19.8 22.8 

5 22.8 26.8 33.0 

Example: If frequency is between 6.8 and 9.2 Hz, use 8.0 Hz.
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Figure E-1
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Appendix F

F.1 AUXILIARY-CONTROL BUILDING (ACB) FRS 

The Auxiliary-Control Building (ACB) vertical floor response 
spectra (FRS) considering vertical floor flexibility (FFRS) 
were developed by modeling the flexible floors as a single
degree-of-freedom (SDOF) subsystem attached to the building 
lumped mass model at their respective elevations; as described 
in Appendices.  

The first step in the Auxiliary-Control Building ESI analysis 
was to modify the revised and validated lumped mass stick 
model to include the vertically flexible floor slabs. Based 
on the modal properties of the flexible floor slabs, SDOF 
oscillators were developed and incorporated into the lumped
mass dynamic model of the Auxiliary-Control Building. A 
vertical SDOF oscillator having its frequency equal to the 
fundamental vertical mode frequency and its mass equal to the 
fundamental-mode effective modal mass of the slab is developed 
for each flexible floor slab identified in Tables A-1 through 
A-4. The damping ratios of the vertical SDOF oscillators 
representing the reinforced concrete flexible floor slabs are 
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.61; i.e., 4% for the OBE, 
and 7% for the SSE (Table F-1).  

Recognizing that the vertical flexible floor FRS are to be 
peak-broadened ± 15% in frequency, the flexible-floor SDOF 
systems which are located at the same. elevation and having 
their fundamental modal frequencies falling within a ± 15% 
frequency band ("window"), are lumped together and represented 
by one lumped SDOF system. The combined SDOF system has the 
frequency centered at the frequency band and the mass equal to 
the sum of all the masses of the SDOF systems within the 
frequency band. This combining of SDOF systems allows a 
reduction in the number of flexible-floor vertical SDOF 
systems attached to the overall lumped-mass model. The 
results obtained from such consolidation of flexible-floor 
SDOF systems are summarized in.Table F-2 for the floor slabs 
at elevations 628.0'. 648.0', 668.0', and 685.0', 
respectively.  

The lumped-mass flexible-floor SDOF systems identified in 
Table F-2 are coupled to the three-dimensional (3-D), rigid
floor lumped mass stick model for the ACB. In coupling the 
flexible-floor SDOF models to the 3-D stick model, the 
flexible-floor masses are deducted from the vertical lumped 
masses of the 3-D stick model.  

After the building model was modified, the dynamic force
displacement relationships (impedance functions) of the 
vertically flexible floor slabs including the effects from the
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overall building model were determined. The impedance 
functions were determined by applying a suite of frequency 
dependent displacements to each flexible floor SDOF 
oscillators and computing the corresponding displacement 
functions.  

Next the "free-field" vertical time-history responses at each 
of the flexible floor masses (without the presence of the 
subsystems) was computed for the design basis SSE and OBE 
vertical earthquake time-histories motions applied at the base 
of the model.  

The vertical response acceleration time-histories computed 
above.are used as inputs to generate the vertical flexible
floor FRS for all flexible-floor SDOF systems. To account for 
the equipment-structure interaction effects, the generation of 
FRS follows the method developed in Reference F-2 and 
summarized in Appendix D. The vertical FRS generated are 
functions of not only the equipment damping ratios but also 
the equipment-to-floor mass ratios. The equipment-to-floor 
mass ratios for the ACB flexible floors are summarized in 
Tables F-3A through F-3D.  

The vertical FRS generated above are peak-broadened by ± 15% 
of the frequency. The resulting broadened and smoothed 
spectra are enveloped with the broadened vertical RFRS 
computed in Reference F-3; to give the final vertical 
flexible-floor FRS. This enveloping of spectra takes care of 
the horizontal-to-vertical response coupling effects since 
such effects have been included in the development of the 
vertical rigid-floor response spectra (RFRS).  

The new design basis vertical flexible floor DFFRS curves 
obtained based on the above two (2) step methodology are a 
function of subsystem damping values (as are conventional 
FRS), and equipment-structure-interaction effects (ESI).  

A comparison of typical ACB "vertically flexible" floor FRS 
with the corresponding "vertically rigid" floor FRS are 
presented in Figures F-1 through F-8, (see references F3 and 
F4 respectively).
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TABLE F-1 

Damping Values 

(Percent of Critical Damping)

60

Structure or Component OBE SSE 

Welded Steel Structures 2 4 

Bolted Steel Structures 4 7 

Prestressed Concrete Structures 2 5 

Reinforced Concrete Structures 4 7



TABLE F-2 

Auxiliary-Control Building 
Vertically Flexible Floor Slabs

ELEVATION STICK & FLOOR SLAB CENTRAL 
NODE SLAB ID FREQUENCY FREQUENCY 

(Hz) (Hz) 

S628 - 05 7.1 
901 (W) 5628 - 06 6.8 6.8 

S628 - 17 6.4 

902 (W) S628 - 01 9.6 9.6 

S628 - 02 13.6 

628 903 (W) S628 - 03 14.9 14.3 
S628 - 10 14.0 
S628 - 13 14.7 

S628 - 04 20.8 
904 (W) S628 - 09 19.8 21.0 

S628 - 15 23.6 

905 (W) S628 - 18 28.3 28.0 

911 (W) S648 - 02 5.7 
S648 - 06 4.6 5.1 
S648 - 11 5.7 

912 (W) S648 - 03. 6.8 6.8 

648 913 (W) S648 - 01 9.0 9.4 
S648 - 10 8.9 

914 (W) S648 - 04 17.7 18.0 

915 (W) S648 - 05 22.1 21.0 

916 (E) S648 - 14 6.0 6.0 

921 (W) S668 - 05 4.6 
S668 - 06 5.4 5.0 
S668 - 08 4.7 

922 (W) S668 - 01 11.5 11.5 

668 923 (W) S668 - 07 13.5 14.0 

924 (W) S668 - 04 22.1 21.0 

925 (W) S668 - 09 27.5 27.5 

926 (E) 8668 - 11 15.8 16.0 

927 (E) S668 - 10 31.3 31.3
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TABLE F-2 
(continued) 

Auxiliary-Control Building 
Vertically Flexible Floor Slabs

ELEVATION STICK & FLOOR FREQUENCY CENTRAL 
NODE SLAB ID (Hz) FREQUENCY 

(Hz) 

931 (W) 5685 - 07 5.2 5.2 

932 (W) 5685 - 08 6.7 6.6 
S685 - 09 6.6 

685 933 (W) S685 - 01 8.6 8.6 
S685 - 10 8.6 

934 (W) S685 - 06 13.0 12.0 
S685 - 11 11.0 

935 (W) 5685 - 02 22.2 21.0 

936 (W) 8685 - 04 27.8 28.0
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Table F-3A 
ELEV. 628' MASS RATIO COMPUTATION SUMMARY

W4 = 0.65*[W1 + W2 + 0.35*(W3)]
W5 
R1

= 0.65*(W3)/5 
= (W5/W4)*100

R2 = [W5/(W4 + 4*W5)]*100 
R = (R1 + R2)/2
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Slab Slab Freq Slab Wt. Equip. Wt Commodity Weight (Kips) W4 W5 MASS 
No. fn W1 W2 (Kips) (Kips) RATIO 

(Hz) (Kips) (Kips) HVAC Piping Trays W3 (R) 

(Total) (%) 

1 9.6 293.1 27.5 9.1 1.7 2.5 13.3 211.4 1.7 0.8 
2A 13.6 142.8 9.9 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.3 99.3 0.0 0.0 
2B 13.6 214.2 15.5 1.2 0.0 12.4 13.6 152.4 1.8 1.1 
3A 14.9 168.8 23.5 10.6 7.4 3.4 21.4 129.9 2.8 2.1 
3B 14.9 168.8 14.3 1.9 5.3 0.0 7.2 120.7 0.9 0.8 
4 20.8 567.0 2.3 8.2 149.5 34.0 191.7 413.7 24.9 5.4 
5 7.1 511.2 201.0 7.9 60.5 26.9 95.3 484.6 12.4 2.4 
6 6.8 831.2 293.3 7.7 24.3 24.2 56.2 743.7 7.3 1.0 
9 19.8 620.4 16.1 3.9 8.6 3.3 15.8 417.3 2.1 0.5 
10 14.0 459.5 92.3 2.9 14.3 3.1 20.3 363.3 2.6 0.7 

13A 14.7 163.9 178.4 1.6 0.5 4.9 7.0 224.1 0.9 0.4 
13B 14.7 87.1 0.0 1.6 0.5 5.2 7.3 58.3 0.9 1.6 
15A 23.6 318.8 7.5 3.9 0.7 19.8 24.4 217.6 3.2 1.4 
15B 23.6 212.5 146.9 3.9 0.7 19.8 24.4 239.2 3.2 1.3 
17 6.4 420.5 25.2 3.4 1.0 15.9 20.3 294.3 2.6 0.9 
18 28.3 300.3 35.3 0.6 2.4 0.0 3.0 218.8 0.4 0.2



Table F-3B 
ELEV. 648' MASS RATIO COMPUTATION SUMMARY

0.65*[W1 + W2 + 0.35*(W3)] 
0.65*(W3)/5 
(W5/W4) * 100 
(W5/(W4 + 4*W5)]*100 
(R1 + R2)/2
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Slab Slab Freq Slab Wt. Equip. Wt Commodity Weight (Kips) W4 W5 RATIO 
No. fn W1 W2 (Kips) (Kips) MASS 

(Hz) (Kips) (Kips) HVAC Piping Trays W3 (R) 
(Total) %) 

1 9.0 293.1 0.0 8.4 0.3 95.2 103.9 214.2 13.5 5.7 
2 5.7 575.3 0.0 21.1 1.6 186.8 209.5 421.6 27.2 5.8 

4A 17.7 140.1 0.9 9.2 0.3 0.0 9.5 93.8 1.2 1.3 
4B 17.7 140.1 6.0 2.1 0.1 0.0 2.2 95.5 0.3 0.3 
5 22.1 567.0 3.9 11.3 96.2 56.7 164.2 408.4 21.3 4.8 
6 4.6 1955.4 67.1 7.3 100.2 85.7 193.2 1358.6 25.1 1.8 
10 8.9 2680.4 100.1 10.9 235.9 78.7 325.5 1881.4 42.3 2.2 
11 5.7 1192.2 58.7 11.6 32.7 103.0 147.3 846.6 19.1 2.2 
14 6.0 2895.4 18.2 1.1 0.6 0.0 1.7 1894.2 0.2 0.0

W4 
W5 
R1 
R2 
R



Table F-3C 
ELEV. 668' MASS RATIO COMPUTATION SUMMARY

0.65*[W1 + W2 
0.65*(W3)/5 
(W5/W4) *100

+ 0.35*(W3)]

= [W5/(W4 + 4*W5)]*100 
= (R1 + R2)/2

Slab Slab Freq Slab Wt. Equip. Wt Commodity Weight (Kips) W4 W5 RATIO 
No. fn W1 W2 (Kips) (Kips) MASS 

(Hz) (Kips) (Kips) HVAC Piping Trays W3 (R) 

(Total) %) 

1 11.5 728.1 25.2 1.1 1.2 0.0 2.3 490.2 0.3 0.1 
4 22.1 375.3 0.0 5.5 1.0 40.0 46.5 254.5 6.0 2.3 
5 4.6 655.0 26.9 6.4 3.3 55.3 65.0 458.0 8.5 1.8 

6A 5.4 459.3 46.6 5.2 2.6 24.5 32.3 336.2 4.2 1.2 
6B 5.4 345.2 36.6 3.6 0.7 21.5 25.8 254.0 3.4 1.3 
7 13.5 374.6 31.7 5.5 2.1 21.6 29.2 270.7 3.8 1.4 
9 27.5 1439.1 79.4 21.1 0.9 109.4 131.4 1016.9 17.1 1.6 
10 31.3 661.4 0.0 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.8 430.1 0.1 0.0 
11 15.8 898.2 0.0 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.9 584.0 0.1 0.0 
12 22.3 198.6 39.2 4.2 0.6 11.5 16.3 158.3 2.1 1.3

W4 
W5 
R1 
R2 
R
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Tablq 
ELEV. 685' MASS RATIO C 'UTATION SUMMARY

W4 
W5 
R1

0.65*[W1 + W2 + 0.35*(W3)] 
0.65*(W3)/5 
(W5/W4) * 100

R2 = [W5/(W4 + 4*W5)]*100 
R = (R1 + R2)/2

66

Slab Slab Freq Slab Wt. Equip. Wt Commodity Weight (Kips) W4 W5 RATIO 
No. fn W1 W2 (Kips) (Kips) MASS 

(Hz) (Kips) (Kips) HVAC Piping Trays W3 (R) 

I (Total) I (%) 

1 8.6 2614.1 0.0 44.2 55.6 0.0 99.8 1721.9 13.0 0.7 
2 22.2 579.2 33.1 2.8 2.4 28.7 33.9 405.7 4.4 1.1 
6 13.0 367.3 1.9 6.9 2.0 22.0 30.9 247.0 4.0 1.6 
7 5.2 795.7 49.1 14.4 24.9 49.5 88.8 569.3 11.5 2.0 
8 6.7 950.5 52.3 19.7 0.5 34.9 55.1 664.4 7.2 1.1 

9A 6.6 261.3 15.0 0.1 0.1 23.3 23.5 184.9 3.1 1.6 
9B 6.6 174.2 1.5 0.1 0.1 15.5 15.7 117.8 2.0 1.7 
10 8.6 189.4 15.5 2.5 0.3 7.5 10.3 135.5 1.3 1.0 
11 11.0 597.8 26.5 2.7 1.8 48.6 53.1 417.9 6.9 1.6 
12 27.9 173.4 2.0 5.6 0.5 10.8 16.9 117.9 2.2 1.8



TENNESSEE VALI EY AUTIORITY - BELLEFONTE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT - UNIT 1 

Response Spectra Plot - 3% Equipment Damping - Vertical Acceleration Time History (SSE) 

Auxiliary-Control Building - Elev 628 ft - Node 901 - Floor Freq 68 Hz - West Stick
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TENNESSEE VAL-LEY AUTHORITY - BELWNTE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT - UNIT 1 

Response Spectra Plot - 3% Equipment Damping - Vertical Acceleration Time History (SSE) 

Auxiliary-Control Building - Elev 628 ft - Node 902 - Floor Freq 9 6 Hz - West Stick 
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3% MR Design Basis FFRS 
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - BELLE NTE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT - UNIT 1 

Response Spectra Plot - 3% Equipment Damping - Vertical Acceleration Time History (SSE) 

Auxiliary-Control Building - Elev 648 ft - Node 911 - Floor Freq 51 Hz - West Stick
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - BEL7 NTE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT - UNIT 1 

Response Spectra Plot - 3% Equipment Damping - Vertical Acceleration Time History (SSE) 

Auxiliary-Control Building - Elev 648 ft - Node 914 - Floor Freq 18.0 Hz - West Stick 

25 
Design Basis Rigid FRS 
3% MR Design asis FFRS 

- 1% MR 84th %tile FFRS Log-Normal Dist (13 Site Spec Vert EO Records) 
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - BE )NTE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT-- UNIT 1

Response Spectra Plot - 3% Equipment Damping - Vertical Acceleration Time History (SSE) 

Auxiliary-Control Building - Elev 668 ft - Node 924 - Floor Freq 210 Hz - West Stick
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - )NTE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT -. UNIT 1

Response Spectra Plot.- 3% Equipment Damping - Vertical Acceleration Time History (SSE) 

Auxiliary-Control Building - Elev 668 ft - Node 925 - Floor Freq 27 5 Hz - West Stick 

Design Basis Rigid FRS 
3% MR Design Basis FFRS 

---------- 1% MR 84th %tile FFRS Log-Normal Dist (13 Site Spec Vert EQ Records)
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TENNESSEE VALIEY AUTHORITY - BELLI4TE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT - UNIT 1 

Response Spectra Plot - 3% Equipment Damping - Vertical Acceleration Time History (SSE) 

Auxiliary-Control Building - Elev 685 ft - Node 932 - Floor Freq '6 6 Hz - West Stick 

-- Design Basis Rigid FRS 

3% MR Design Basis FFRS 
----- 1% MR 84th %tile FFRS Log-Normal Dist (13 Site Spec Vert EQ Records) 
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - BELLEW E NUCLEAR POWER PLANT - UNIT 1 

Response Spectra Plot - 3% Equipment Damping - Vertical Acceleration Time History (SSE) 

Auxiliary-Control Building - Elev 685 ft - Node 935 - Floor Freq 210 Hz - West Stick 

Design Basis Rigid FRS 
3 3% MR Design Basis FFRS 

-- 1% MR 84th %tile FFRS Log-Normal Dist (13 Site Spec Vert EQ Records) 
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